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Overview

We extend analysis of gender bias in English (EN) word embeddings to
languages with grammatical genders like Spanish (ES) and French (FR).
We also analyze bias in bilingual word embeddings that align a
genderless language like English (EN) with a gendered language.
Gender bias indeed exists in gendered languages and in bilingual word
embeddings. We propose new definitions and quantification methods of
gender bias by constructing two gender directions.
We propose new approaches to evaluate and mitigate gender bias in
gendered languages. Results show that our methods effectively mitigate
bias while preserving the utility of embeddings.

Mitigation Methods

• Monolingual Setting: Shifting along the semantic gender direction with
respect to an anchor point (Shift).
• Bilingual Setting: Mitigating English before alignment (De-Align), and
hybrid of De-Align and Shift (Hybrid).
• We consider two types of anchor points: origin point of SGD (_Ori) and
the position of mitigated English words (_EN)

Experiment Results
•

Monolingual Experiments:
• Modified Word Embedding Association Tests (MWEAT)

Problem Statement

• In gendered languages, all nouns are assigned a gender class and the
dependent words have to follow morphological agreement.

•

Word Similarity

• For example, in Spanish, la buena enfermera: the good female nurse,
el buen enfermero: the good male nurse.
• Previous definition of bias based on embedding projection in gender
direction becomes problematic, since the inclination could be caused
by grammatical genders.
• We also consider bilingual embeddings and use words from the
mitigated genderless language to better “debias” gendered languages.
•

•

Cross-lingual Experiments:
• Cross-lingual Analogy Task:

This could also helps downstream tasks that use such embeddings like
word translation produce less biased outputs.

Gender Bias Analysis

• Grammatical Gender Direction (GGD): to capture the inherently
carried gender attributes of words. We use Linear Discriminative
Analysis (LDA).

•

Word Translation

• Semantic Gender Direction (SGD): to measure the semantically male
or female inclination of words. We use Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) and make SGD orthogonal to GGD.

• Quantification of Gender Bias: For inanimate nouns:
For animate nouns:
Hybrid with origin as anchor points can mitigate most effectively.
We present others as ablation studies. Word similarity and Word
translation shows that our methods can even increase the
performances of the original mono-/bilingual embeddings.

Future Works

• Apply on downstream tasks like machine translation.
• This work focuses on gendered languages with feminine and
masculine forms, but languages with more noun classes exist.

